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There a.re maJ:GT important phases of .American drama, and not 
one of the least of these is the drama of the .American Negro. Only 
recently has much research been done in this field, so that the 
realization that the Negro has done a great deal to advance and 
develop the drama comes as a surprise. This heretofore neglected 
subject is, at last, coming into its proper perspective. 
The purpose of this study is to discover and appraise the 
treatment of the Negro in modern .American drama from 1900 to 1950. 
The relationship of the black and white races is a problem that 
has been the concern of Americans since the beginning of American 
history, and it has not and perhaps never Will be solved. However, 
lea.ming more about a problem should help one to understand it. An 
attempt vdJ.l be made here to depict Negro life as it is viewed by 
the Negro dramatist and by the white dranatist, and to interpret and 
evaJ.uate the materials and ideas presented by these dramatists. 
Although this study" will necessa.r:i.J.y be subjecti~ to some degree, 
an effort Tiill be made to present unbiased interpretations and care-
f'ully weighed facts. 
The study of Negro drama is interesting because it is a. means 
of presenting the Negro problem to the world. Drama is a literary 
fonn that reaches a great number of people and is necessarily a 
great infl.uence upon those who read or witness it. One has only to 
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note the growing number of theaters and the large amount of ticket 
sales to leading dramatic productions to realize the far-reaching 
effect the drama has upon the American public . Audience reaction 
to Negro pli3iY"s does a great deal to form lasting opinions about 
the race as a whole. Whether these opinions are favorable or other-
w:ise, depend upon upon the light in 'Which they are presented. 
Dramas mey be instrumental in changing the present status of the 
Negro to a more favorable outlook for the future. 
A careful anaJ.y~is should reveal the feelings of the Negro 
and white dramatist toward the Negro and also their reasons for 
feeling as they do. One should be able to ascertain whether or 
not the dramatists are attempting to improve the Negro's condition 
and standards or whether they are attempting to push him even far-
ther dmm the ladder of inequality. Then, there i s the third 
possibility-the dramatists nuzy- not be at all concerned with the 
Megro problem; they mey be showing a picture of Negro life as they 
see it. 
The method of research includes the reading of pleys by 
leading Negro and white dramatists, and the readi..ag of critical 
coIIml.ents about these pleys and their authors. This vdll also 
include re~ material about the historical background of the 
Negro in order to trace his dramatic development through the past 
to the present. However, only comparatively recent works will be 
used here. Opinions of noted critics will be considered and re-
search work on the subject will be read. 
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One nmst realize that there are limitations to this subject. 
It will not be possible to read ~er-J" plczy- written about and by 
Negroes, but those which are typical and significant for the under-
standing of the problem will be studied. The emphasis will not be 
placed upon dramatic technique. There will be some treatment of 
white characters to contrast with the Negro characters. The develop-
ment of characters will be important to show how Negro personalities 
ar~ treated. The subject matter will furnish a background to show 
conditions surrounding the Negro. 
The value of this stuczy- should be a better understanding of 
the problems of Negro life, of modern Negro dramas as works of 
art, and of the place the Negro holds in the present dey t heater. 
A better understanding of a problem is the first step in solving 
that problem. Although the Negro problem is a long wa;r from being 
solved, any contribution to the lmowledge of it should be a step 
in the right direction. 
CHAPTER II 
THE BEGINNINGS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEGRO DRAMA 
To give the reader a clear idea of the growth of the Negro 
drama, it seems necessary to devote a chapter to the tracing of 
the histo:ry of the Negro drama from its beginning in America witil 
1900. 
Negro drama has been going through a process of evolution 
since its birth in America, and critics agree that today it is a 
significant part of drama. Even as the first slave set foot on 
.~erican soil, he had an inheritance in drama that arrived with 
him. The first notewortlzy- Negro character came from England and 
was none other than the dusky-sld.rmed Othello. Although some 
Shakespearean scholars might not agree that othello vras of Negro 
blood, he has certainJy been capabzy- characterized by leading 
Negro actors. 
'When Shakespeare wrote othello, 1 one critic has 
aptzy- stated, 'he also wrote the birth certificate of 
the Negro actor.' It might be added that the Negro 
actor has had to ~wait for over three hwidred years for 
another role as great and as sympathetic as that of the 
tragic Moor.l 
Possibly there has never since been a greater role for the Negro 
actor to portr~. 
Critics make it quite clear that the Negro has been hampered 
in his drama tic achievement to the extent that certain stereotyped 
1. Sterling A. Bro'ffll Arthur P., Davis, and Ulysses Lee, 
editors, The Negro CarcWan ~New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 
1941), P• ~. 
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parts are all that have been alloted to him. From the earliest 
clalfs of the American theatre the Negro has been allmred to step 
upon the stage onJ.y if he were portrey:i.ng the role of a clown. 2 
He was the "Mr. Bones" of the minstrel show. It is ha.rd to answer 
as to just wcy this is true. For some reason minorit-y groups 
al.Wc\VS seem to be stereotY,ped by the majority. Besides the Negro, 
the c01µc Irish and Jewish character parts are examples. It is 
ironic that people with such a tragic history as the Negro should 
be -cyped as the contented slave or the foolish clown.3 It has, 
consequently, been almost impossible for the Negro to break these 
bonds of tradition and do a creditable job of acting or of writing 
serious drama. Even if he made such an attempt, he had difficulty 
finding an audience. Thus the Negro has had a one-sided dramatic 
development, aJJ. in the line of comeey.4 
The drama of the American Negro, as it is found todey is 
comparatively new, but it has not been a sudden achievement. With 
slavezy as his background, the Negro has been used to reflect the 
spirit of the times and the conditions of society which have SUJ.'-
rounded him. Before slavezy was a disputed issue, one could find 
the Negro in drama as early as 1807. He was a lmv comedy character 
ca.11ed "Beke" in L. Beachs 1 Post Free. Then about 1840, the 
2. ~- ~-
3.~, P• 3 
4. ~' P• 494. 
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minstrel melodrama caught the public eye. At this time., it was in 
disrepute by the more intellectual pla;r-going public. The minstrels 
were caricatures of Negro life., and they did their share to keep a 
higher type of literature from developing.5 
The origin of the minstrel is quite obscure., and there is so 
little data about it that one cannot possibly sa;r just vthere and , 
how the minstrel originated.6 Usually the introduction is credited 
to Thomas D. Rice vmo lived from 1806 until 1860. It woula probably 
be more correct to sa;r that he popularized it as its beginnings are 
scattered over a wide area. The tales of Rice I s beginnings are 
f abuJ.ous, if true. According to one version he began in Cincinnati 
'With clothes and songs borrowed from a Negro stage driver. The song 
went something like this: 
'Turn about and wheel about and do jis so, 
An t!JV'ery time I turn about, I jump Jim C w. 1 
The audience laughed so loudly that Rice did not 
hear the Negro calling from back stage that the steam 
boat was coming and he had to have his clothes back. 
Finally the Negro emerged upon the stage shouting, ' Massa 
Rice, Massa Rice, gi me nigga 1s hat--nigga's coat-iiigga's 
_shoes-gi me nigga 1s t 1ingsl Massa Griffith want 1im. 
Steamboat's comin 1 J 1 7 
5. Alain Locke and Montgome:cy Gergory, editors, Pl"5s of 
Negro (New York and London: Harper and Brothers, 1927 , p.° lu.O 
6. Frederick w. Bond, Negro and the~, (Washington., 
D. c. : The Associated Publishers, Inc., ~O), p. 17. 
7. George Freedley and John A. Reeves,!::, History of~ 
Theatre (New York : CI'O\m Publishers., 1941), p. 310. 
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This minstrel routine with its grotesque song and dance act started 
a vogue that has not yet disappeared. The blackface comedy with 
the "chicken-stealing, watermelon-eating, razor-wielding, comedian 
darkey" has become an American tradition.8 
By 1840 minstrelsy had become the most distinctive form o.f 
Negro contribution to American amusement. A few of the notables 
in the field included Dan &nnett, who with four other actors, began 
a minstrel act. Thereafter Edwin P. Christy became a star in that 
sort of amusement. Charles Callender in the 160 1 s and Lew Dock-
stader, P. T. Barnum, and Primrose and West are well-lmovm names 
associated with the success of minstrelsy. With the exception o.f 
the Disappointed Bride, a light comedy, by J. P. Sampson in 1883, 
nothing o.f dramatic consequence bearing upon the Negro was done 
before the advent of Cole, Johnson, and Johnson, except for the 
cork-.f ace comedy. The first successful colored company was the 
Georgia Minstrels, organized in 1865 by Charles Hicks, a Negro.9 
One must remember, however, that the first and greatest 
blackface minstrels were white, not Negro. The composers, actors, 
and audiences were white. These profit-making enterprises attribu-
ted to the Negro were reaJ.Jy bad imitations that the whites were 
doing of the colored people. It ,v-as not until after the emancipa,.. 
tion that the Negroes could pa...'1"'ticipate in a minstrel stage role. 
8. Brown, Davis, and Lee, ~• ~-, p. 496. 
9. Bond, ~• cit., pp. 17-20. 
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Then a white promoter thought of the novel idea of using the real. 
black instead of the burnt cork imitation. The idea seemed so 
unique that others started using it. It soon became possible to 
find either Negroes or whites in the minstrel. The idea has 
carried on through the years and the twentieth-century continuation 
of the theme includes the white comedians, Amos and Andy, that one 
can hear on the radio by a spin of the dial.. There is no similar 
Negro team, but there are a few individual. Negro comic performers 
such as &ldie Green, Rochester and a few· teams in Negro vaudeville. 
The Negro in the moving pictures is the same old comic stereotyped 
clown that cannot seem to be shelved even toda.y. With the whites 
originating what passes for Negro humor., it is easy to see how 
- ,misrepresentative the minstrel might be.lO 
The first dramatic effort of the American slave was in the 
form of songs. The songs v.rere possibly from natural inborn ability 
and from the fa.ct that, being slaves, they needed a w;zy- to express 
themselves. The songs served as inspirations and gave the idea 
that II somewhere in a glory land there would be rest for the we.ary 
and abundance for the faithful.0 When the slave was permitted to 
do nothing else he could find release from his troubles in song.11 
SpirituaJ.s of folk origin arose trow obscure beginnings . Besides 
10. Brown., Davis, and Lee, loc. cit. 
ll. Bond, 2£• ~•., p. 15. 
spirituals, there were ballads, blues, work s?ngs, social songs, 
and songs of protest.12 They grew out of the hearts of the Negro 
to be incorporated into minstrels and later into their dramas. 
The yea:r, 1767, was the beginning of interest in the Negro 
as dramatic material. In that year, The Disappointment, a comic 
Negro opera, written by Thomas Forest was produced with an all-
white cast. In 1776, The Fall of British Tyranny was written by 
John Leacock. It was based upon the slavery question with a 
9 
white cast portraying Negro slaves who agreed that they woul d turn 
upon their masters if the British would set them free. Sixteen 
years later in a play called Yorker I s Stratagem, a comic Yankee 
married a West Indian mulatto and brought the inter-marriage 
question to the American stcg e.13 This pitifuJ.J.y small collection 
of dramatic material never became very great, nor was it con-
sidered of utmost importance. But this was a beginning, however 
::»nall, that has grol'm a...'1.d from all indications, ,ri.11 continue 
to grcrw to future greatness. It took later dramatists to realize 
the potentialities to be found in material extracted from Negro 
life. 
The entrance of the Negro to the American s tage was sur-
prisingly early in our history. In 1795, Jame's Murdock 's, The 
12. Brown, Davis, and Lee, 91?.· cit., p . 4J.8-4J0. 
13. Bond, 91?.• cit., p . 20 . 
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Triumph of k>ve was presented with a certain Negro called Samba 
/ 
plc3lfing an important role. However, it 1vas not a common practice 
to find a Negro in a dramatic stqge production. Although most of 
the work was done With the minstrel, finally an organized group of 
Negro actors presented themselves to the public as the African Com-
pany. This group, organized in 1821, under t he leadership of a 
Negro actor, James Hewlett, ably presented Shakespearean plcJiYS and 
other class ics at their theatre 11in Mercer Street in the rear of 
1 Mile Stone, Broadway. 11 The theatre was soon closed by the civil 
authorities, partly because of the boisterous behavior of white 
patrons.14 
One of the better-known actors, a contemporary of James 
Hewlett, was the famous Negro, Ira Aldridge. Mr. Aldridge was 
not favorably received in America, but in Europe he played 110thelloii 
in marzy- of the l eading European theatres. He was an influence upon 
the American theatre, however, because some of his prestige came 
as a result of the interest in talented Negroes that the Abolition 
11ovement sponsored.15 
During the t ime of the Civil War, there came a lull in the 
popularity of the Negro minstrel which continued until the middle 
of the 1890 1s. A new-type drama became prominent and, of course, 
the theme of this drama was the slavery question with great em-
phasis upon t he cruelities of the southern masters to their Negro 
14. Brown, Davis, and Lee, £E.• cit., p . 496 . 
15 . Loe cit. 
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slaves. Everyone became familiar with the anti-slaver.r pleys. Even 
as early as 1841, the Abolitionist used the stage for propaganda 
purposes as he crusaded bitterly and Vicious]y against the 11 evils 
of slavery. 11 Even the ladies carried the banner -vri th the Massa-
chusetts Female Society dramatizing The Star of Enancipation to 
further the cause of the liberators. This play told the story of 
the runat'l<\f slaves in their efforts to escape. The authors did 
not neglect to e:rrq:,hasize the hardships and starvation conditions 
from which the runaweys suffered. No one, during Civil War times, 
could have missed hearing of the fabulous Tom's Cabin by 
Harriet Beecher Stowe. The story was later dramatized to further 
the Negro cause. Uncle Tom's Cabin told of the trials of the noble ------
black Uncle Tom and the death of little Eva, climaxing in the melo-
dramatic death scene of Uncle Tom who ref ed to 11 squea.111 on a 
fellow slave.16 Dion Boucicault's The Octoroon was written in 
- . 
1859 as another of the lengthening list of anti-slavery plays . 
Both~~ Cabin and the Octoroon were moralistic and sent-
imental., but they proved that the Negro caild be something besides 
a song and dance man in a minstrel show. Almost all of the anti-
slavery pleys tried to picture a nobly-forgiving, pathetic black., 
who was a victim of circumstances and a woeful heroine, a beaut-
iful octoroon.17 These producti ons, and there were many of them., 
16. Bond, ,2£• cit., pp. 21-25. 
17. Locke, and Gregory, .9E· cit., p. 409. 
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managed to establish these characters. They are still well estab-
lished . Many Negro pla;ys and motion pictures of the present time, 
have made them a tradition. Even so, it has required much time 
for American theatre-goers to accept plays of Negro life without 
predjudice, even if it vrere a tradition or a caricature.18 
The Negro pla;ywright has so far contributed very little to 
the dram.a of his people. William Wells Brmm was the first Negro 
to write a play, The Escape, _£E !, for Freedom. This was 
written in 1851 and was a bad pla;y- even for nineteenth century 
:times. It was probably never staged, but the author gave numerous 
readings from it. As its plot, it had the old triangl~ with a 
beautiful and innocent slave heroine, a lustful master, and a 
heroic slave lover. Another character was the abolitionist who 
helped the lovers to esccq:,e to Canada. The language was drawn 
out of old stoek:19 
Sir, I am your slave, you can do as you please. with 
avails of IItf labor, but you shaJ.l never tempt me to swerve 
fro~ the path of virtue.20 
The play was styled in the s ame manner as a humorous minstrel. 
It is almost impossible to find a good serious drama written 
by a Negro before 1900. Even though the Negro was anxious to act 
in serious drama, he made few efforts to write one. Joseph s. 
18. Bond, 2.E.· cit., pp. 28- 30 . 
19. B~m, Davis, and Lee, ££· ~., p . 497 . 
20 . Loe. ~-
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Cotter, Sr. i.n-ote CaJ.ib, the Degenerate which was even worse than 
William Wells Broi.vn 1s The Escape. It was a poetical. closet pley 
dealing with the problem of industrial versus liberal education. 
A Negro's efforts shine a litt le brighter with Angelina Gr:iJnke's, 
Rachel. In it, a sensitive yoW1g Negro woman's life is ruined by 
American racial injustice. It is significant because it is the 
first successful drama written and interpreted by Negroes . Artis-
ticaJ..ly, it is not too convincing.21 
The minstrel tradition became prominent again and staged a 
comeback that contirru.ed until the middle nineties, when John W. 
Isham organized a musical show, The 0ctoroons, vrhich formed the 
inspiration for the long line of musical comedies which have 
furnished vehicles for the genius of such stars as Williams and 
Walker, Cole and Johnson, S.H. Dudley, T. Leubie Hill, and Ernest 
. . 
Hogan. The best knovm of these earlier shows are Abyssinia, 
Rufus Rastus, Bandanna Land, The Red Moon, The Shoo FJ.y Regiment, 
The Sons of Ham, and Mr. Lode . of CoaJ..22 In 1898, Bob Cole 
planned to write a play of his ovm. During the 1898-1899 season, 
he came out w.i.th ! Trip to Coontown, the first Negro show to 
make a complete break from the minstrel pattern, and the first 
to be written with continuity and to have a cast of characters 
working out the story of a plot. This was, therefore, the first 
21. ~-, pp. 499-500. 
22. Locke, ~• cit., p. 410. 
Negro musicaJ. comedy and is worthy of mention because of that fact 
aJ.one, if for none other.23 
The history of the Negro drama leads to the conclusion that 
the influence of Negro writings have been negligible until the be-
ginning of the twentieth century. None of the Negro dramas written 
before 1900 have lived to be remembered. The Negro actor has left 
his mark with his ability on the vaudeville stage and in a few 
serious dramas of . ~rhite authorship . The Negro theatre 1vith its 
slender beginning, showed possibilities for future advancement. 
A vast number of white dramatists used Negro life as sub-
ject matter for their productions. From the Negro minstrels and 
anti-slaver-.r pla;ys, white audiences formed t heir opinions as to 
what Negroes ,vere like and how they should be treated. The Civil 
War period sm't an advancement of the cause of liberty and equaJ.i ty 
through the use of dramatic materiaJ.. drai.m from the life of the 
Negro. 
Related research leads one to look briefzy at the short 
sto:cy- and novel of the Negro. There are a few similarities in 
the development of all Negro literature. Perhaps it is signifi-
cant that many of the dramas, s hort stories, novels, and rauch of 
the poetry "V'rere written for the same purpose-to plead the cause 
of freedom and equality. Short stories of Negro life were not 
23. James Weldon Johnson, 11EarJ.y Negro Shows , 11 The Negro 
Caravan (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 19L!.1), p • . 970 . 
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attempted until after the Civil War. Out of this period came the 
use of Negro material as a subject for literary artists.24• 
Langston Hughes, one of the most versatile Negro authors, 
tells in his "Fighting 1Vords, 11 of the problems faced by all 
writers of Negro material in selling what they write. The follmv-
ing selection should give some idea as to why t,here has not been 
more work done about the Negro in any litera.7 field and why Negro 
writings have not been more influential.. 
Here are our problems: In the first place Negro books 
are considered by editors and publishers as exotic. Negro 
material. is placed, like Chinese material., into a certain 
classification. Magazine . editors will tell you, 1We can 
use but so many Negro stories a year. 1 (That 11 s o .ma.r:zy-" 
meaning very few.) Publishers will say, 1We alreru:zy- have 
one Negro novel on our list this fall.' 
The market for Negro writers., then, in definitely limited 
as long as we vrrite about ourselves. And t he more truthfu.JJ.y 
vte write about ourselves, the more limit ed our market be-
comes. These novels about Negroes that sell best, by Negroes 
or white., those novels that make the best,..seller lists and 
receive the leading prizes., are al.most alwa;rs books that 
touch ver,r light]y upon the facts of Negro life., books that 
make our black ghettos in the big cities seem very happy 
places indeed., and our plantations in the deep Sou th idyllic 
in their pastoral loveliness. • • When we cease to be exotic, 
we do not sell wen.25 
Although the above passage applies to aJJ. Negro literature, it 
demonstrates a problem that the Negro dramatist faces when he 
finds no market or no one to produce his plays. This should 
show, partiaJJ.y at least, why Negro drama has not developed 
24. Brown., Davis., and Lee, .2E• cit • ., pp. 10-ll. 
more rapidly. Ylhether this situation can be overcome in the 
future remains as a speculation. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
FROM 1900 UNTIL THE PRESENT 
A look at the Negroes' present status in the American 
theatre shows that , aJ.though there are a few notable Negro drama-
tists who have written during the past fifizy" years, most audiences 
see Negro drama ilthich is written by white dramatists . The coveted 
honor of placing a plcW on Broadway has not often been given a 
Negro. With the exception of the writers of mus i cal comedies, Hall 
Johnson ' s Run, Little Chillun is t he only play of Negro life and 
complete Negro authorship to have a broadwcW run. Three pleys of 
part-Negro authorship have had successful runs: Harlem by Wallace 
Thu.nna.n in collaboration with Willial!l Rapp, lfulatto by Langst on 
Hughes and Martin Jones, and Native Son by · chard Wright and Paul 
Green. Serious plays are considered to be box- office poison.1 
Perhaps this i s be.bause the connneriaJ. theatre has very little 
cormection with Negro life in America. Ve-ry f ew Negroes are among 
New York ' s theatre-goers . Even if producers Tdshed to present a 
pl ay giving a v i ew of Negro life, it is doubti'ul that such a plq 
would pczy-. Only ver:y exceptionaJ. Negro pleys have a chance to 
f ind their i'i:JY to the Broadwa;y- stage . If it is an outs tanding pley, 
i t w.ill undoubtedly do as well as a:ny other t ype production ; if it 
1. Sterling A. Brown, Arthm;o P. Davis, and Ulysses Lee, 
The ~gro Caravan (New York: The Dryden .Press , Inc., 19Lil) , 
p.4 • . 
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is :roore]y "good, 11 it will never get a chance to fail. At best 
this makes the Negro plczy1vright a ''stepchild of Broadwa;y-.u2 
Such a totaJ.Jy discouraging outlook does not mean that a 
competent colored pleywright will never see his ,rork produced. 
Broadvra;y is not the only avenue used to cl:imb to the top of the 
ladder. other theatres, particularly the Negro ones scattered 
over .America, do their share in giving promising young Negro plczy--
wrights a chance. For those who believe that 11footlights over 
.America11 are as important as ''lvhi te lights of Broadway, 11 the 
smaller theatres offer great possibilities , especially to the young 
aspiring Negro. There is always the hope that if the play does 
well in smaller theatres, it will gradually rise to the Broadwey 
heights • .3 
Negro actoFS have rapid.J.y been ris · until, todczy-, it is 
quite connnon to find them upon the Broadwey stage. .Although they 
have entered quiet]s' as comedians , they have managed to sta;y- long 
enough to gain parts in serious pla;ys. The beginning Negro stars 
included the vaudeville comedian, Bert Williams, singers and dancers, 
Bill :Robinson, Josephine Baker, Florence }fills , and Ethel Waters . 
It was not until the 1920 1s that serious roles were alloted to 
Negroes. Even as late as 1930, Daniel Reed 's Scarlet Sister~ 
vras pla;ved by a white cast in blackf ace. Later plcys such as The 
Green Pastures and Porgy gave the Negro a firmer grasp upon serious 
2. Brown, Davis, and Lee, ~-, pp. 494-495. 
3. Loe..~. 
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drama. During the depression, the Federal Theatre organized Negro 
tulits which produced the Harlem Macbeth, Swing Mikado and ~.4 
If this project had not died a sudden and untime]y death it would 
probably have performed many more services for the Negro drama than 
it had a chance to do. As it was, its list of Negro play-s included 
marzy- by Negro authors, the best of which was Theodore Ward's Big 
Fog written in 1938.5 By the forties the Negro Pl~ghts 
Company became a Broadwey- producing organization. Three years 
later Othello was presented with Paul Robeson, a Negro, heading 
the cast. 6 
Negro PleWs received more renovm in theatres not in a:rry wey 
defined with the Broadway stage. Small Negro Theatres helped the 
black actors to get a start in their career. Between 1900 and 1915 
Negro theatres were built in marry Northern cities. The first of 
these theatres to organize a stock comparzy- was the Pekin in Chicago. 
In Nmv York there were the Lafayette Pleyers and several f,thers that 
were not so well known. Their plays were past Broadway hits that 
were unrelated to Negro life, but they gcWe experience to such actors 
as Charles Gilpin, Rose McClendon, Abbie Mitchell, Edna Thomas, Jack 
Carter, a.nd Frank Wilson.7 The Krigwas Players-, sponsored by 
L.. F.dmond M. Gagey, Revolution in American~ (Nmv Yon: : 
Columbia University Press, 1947), pp. '15'6-157. 
5. Brown, Davis, and Lee, 212.• ~-, p. 503 . 
6. Gagey, 92.:.. ~-, pp. 156-157. 
7. Brown, Davis, and f.e·e-, .s?E,• .£:!:.!., P• 503. 
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W. E. B. Du.Bois in several 11orthenn cities, could not survive as a 
serious artistic movement. The Boston Players, and groups in Balti-
more, Philadelphia, and Washington have appeared from time to time. 
One of the most effective little theatres is the Gilpin Pley-ers of 
Cleveland vrhich has produced a surprising number of pley-s of Negro 
life.8 
Most of these amateur or semiprofessional groups are well 
disposed toward Negro pla;ywriehts , but most of them are very poor 
and very fevv in mumber. The opportunities for Negro actors and 
dramatists are ver-y small indeed since the Federal Theatre Project 
is no longer in effect. Randolph Edmonds suggests, that the hope 
of a genuine Negro theatre is to be found in the "organizational" 
approach of the associations of Negro colleges. From the founding 
of the first college dramatic group, the oward Players, by Mont-
gomery Gregor-y and Alain Locke in 1921, to the present, drama has 
been increasingly fostered at Negro colleges. Randolph Edmonds 
has done a great deal to forvtard Negro college groups. He was 
instrumental in founding the Negro Intercollegiate Drama Associa-
tion, which now comprises The North Carolina Agricultural and 
Industrial College, Hampton Institute, Howard University, Lincoln 
University, Morgan College, Shaw University, Virginia State College, 
and Virginia Union University. Edmonds , a professor of drama at 
Dillard University, has since organized The Southern Association of 
Drama and Speech Arts.9 
8. ~., p. 504. 
9. ~., PP• 504-505. 
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After loold.ng at the possibilities of advancement for 
Negroes in the theatre, it might be well to note ju.st what is being 
done upon the Negro stage. Stark Young defines Negro t heatre as 
one which interprets the Negro, his life and his talents, his 
gifts and his burdens, his racial heritage and his personal a.chieve-
ments .10 Ear]y Negro taeatres certa.:i.nJ.y did not fill these qualifi-
cations. Until the past decade or so the Negro theatre was divided 
into 17tro classes. One was the theatre in whol]y Negro neighborhoods 
where it i,vas almost unheard of for white faces to appear. In this 
theatre, the Negro performer usually earned little more than a 
starvation existence. The hum.or 111as usuaJ.)y ribald and lusty with 
satire directed at the shortcomings of the performers, audience, 
and the actor himself. The other Negro theatre was known to white 
audiences. There the whites could see three tyf,es of characters-
the good-humored clown; the brutish creature fresh from the jungle, 
swept by passions of lust and murder that could be curbed only by 
the rope and faggot of 1rn.ite ]ynchers; and the kindly, faithful 
servant of pre-Civil. war vintage who , twisted with rheumatism and 
tertured with lumbago, hobbles onto the stage toward the end of 
the third act to offer his master his life's savings to keep him 
out of prison so that he can marry the be~tiful heroine. 11 
10. Stark Young, "Negro Material in the Theater, 11 
Republic, ~0:331-332, Malf 11, 1927. 
11. Walter White, 11 The Negro on the .American Stage, 11 The 
English Journal, 24:179-181, March, 1935. 
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Obviously neither of thewe theatres gave an accurate picture 
of Negro life. However these types of characters have more or 
less disappeared since the first World War. A new realism began to 
gain a hearing upon the American stage. For the Negro , this was 
good fortune . Audiences were no longer satisfied to see white 
people pla_y Negro characters . In 1917, Ridgely Torrence, a distin-
guished white poet, produced t hree one-act pleys of Negro life: 
The Rider of Dreams, Granny Maumee, and Simon the Cyrenian. With 
-- --- - __ _.. -- -- --'=----'--.;;. 
these three pleys, he vitalized the whole field of Negro drama. 
There was no comedy as authentic as Rider of Dreams ; no tragedy 
such as that in Granny Maumee. Torrence laid a healthy and sound 
basis for pleys of Negro life. These pl,vs had to be performed by 
Negroes . New Negro actors were discovered; besides those already 
mentioned, there were Jules Bledsoe, Lee Whipper, Georgette Harvey, 
Fredi Washington, Rex Ingram, Canada Lee, Richard Harrison of~ 
Pastures fame , and many others. 12 
During this same period a 11Negro Renaissance" was encouraging 
Negroes to ,vrite, and prize contests were conducted by iThe Crisistt 
and "Opportunity" magazines . Frank Wilson, a Negro dramatist, won 
the "Opportunity" prize contest for 1925 with his Sugar Cane written 
in 1920. His Brother~ and~ Together Children were produced 
by the Federal Theatre Project . Others who gained prominence were : 
12. Brown, Davis, and Lee,~• cit., ppo 500-503. 
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Georgia Douglass Johnson who wrote in the Torrence style in her 
trageczy-, Plumes, Willis Richardson, and the most versatile of all, 
Langston Hughes.13 
The New York theatrical season of 1933-1934 constituted an 
important period in the development of tke Negro as an actor and of 
Negro life as the subject matter of drama. steins' and Thompson's 
Saints in played ey- an excellent and all-}fegro 
cast struck a new development in t,he American theatre and a new 
attitude on the part of the public toward the types of pla;y-s in 
'Which Negroes might appear. OnJ.y a Negro cast could have brought 
the beau"bJ of voice, the dignity and impressiveness of acting vrhich 
a Negro cast gave it. Stevedore, a grim and melodramatic picture 
of race conflict in the South, induced New Yorkers to travel far 
down town to Le Gallienne 1s Reperto:ry Theatre to see a cast made up 
allnost entirezy of Negro ~tors give an effective production.14 
An over-aJJ. view· of what is bein.g done, shows that serious 
dramas about the Negro have occurred often enough only during the 
last ten years for white audiences to be accustomed to seeing them. 
There are still few excellent productions. As to number, the tally 
~f significant Negro plays does not total a distinctive pley a 
season. Peak successes are too isolated and disconnected. It is 
plain that lack of interest and support have taken t heir ton.15 
13.. Loe. cit. 
14. White, op. cit., pp. 181-188. 
15. Loe. cit. 
CHAPTER I.V 
THE FUTURE OF NEGRO DRAMA 
It is very difficult, indeed, to detennme the future of 
Negro drama. One can only speculate, basing predictions upon 
past and present happenings. Marzy- have made predictions that are 
worthy of consideration. Plqywriting is at best one of the most 
arduous of writing sld.lls. The Negro pleywrights are blocked by 
many obstacles that will have a bearing upon what they may do in 
the future. As the Irish plczy1vrights found a time- honored stage 
Irishman bossing the boards, so Negro pley,Nrights find stereotypes 
endeared to the American public. These stereotypes must be erased 
from the minds of the public and a more realistic picture of the 
Negro presented. A modern example of this is shown in the life of 
Ethel Waters, who refused to play in The Member of the Wedding until 
they changed her part from a cook who had lost her faith to a part 
that had God in it,. She changed the interpretation of the role so 
as to make a more pleasing character, thus helping to give a more 
realistic picture of the Negro.1 Another complicating factor is 
that Broadway can accommodate only a few Negroes at best, and many 
white pl.zy,NI'ights, experienced in technique, are considered the 
final interpreters of Negro life and character. The Negro audience 
is as yet unfonned. Its theatrical experience is too often limited 
1. Ethel Waters and Charles Samuels, His ,&ye Is On the Sparrow 
(New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1951J,pp.272-273-. -
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to song and dance, or church pageants, or fashion shows. The Negro 
wr:i. ters' en.forced separation from collaboration vn. th acting companies, 
technicians, directors, and producers is bound to reflect itself in 
insecure, inept w-ork. How- this can be counterbalanced by whole-
hearted devotion to the little theatre movement is uncertain.2 
Alain Locke states that if the expectations of Negro drama as 
a fruitful phase of American drama are to be fully realized, the 
field, 'even when it finds its peculiar ingredients in the problems 
and issues of raciaJ.. conflicts and partisanships or takes its cues 
from particular follivays, must be a freeman's estate, with that 
reciprocity and universality of spirit which truJy great art requires 
and itself helps to establish. However, the drama of Negro life is 
not yet fully free, although lately very grave efforts have been 
made to free it from its i.nmlediate handicaps. For the present the 
problem play upon this subject has yielded far too much of t hat 
sordid realism without purgation of terror or universality of pity 
which great tragedy still demands. The Negro dramatist has flooded 
the market ,vith propaganda pieces containing the taint of sentimen-
tality. The Negro pl~ght must abandon the "puppets of protest 
and propaganda and take to flesh and blood characters and sit uations. " 
He ·will never completely monopolize the Negro subject. At t he 
present time, the white dramatist has the ~dvantage because of his 
2. Sterling A. Brown, Arthur P. Davis, and Ulysses Lee, 
The 5e~ ·Caravan. (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1941), We O o6. 
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more natural objectivity toward the Negro problems. However, in the 
future, the Negro should claim his natural advantage of greater inti-
macy of knovrledge and feeling. The essential, elementaJ. forces of 
great drama in all time-epic turns of experience, tragic intensity 
of life, discipline and refinement of the emotions, ha:ve been accumu-
lating like underground well-springs for generations in Negro life, 
and are .now beginning to seek artistic vent and find free-flowing 
expression.3 
Negro drama has developed greatly during the last ten years 
because American drama is changing and the awakening of Negro talent 
and a possible Negro Theatre is of national significance. There has 
been a notable attempt by the Negro playwright to advance Negro 
drama and to provide the talent of the Negro actor m. th a modern 
American realism for new material and deeper, firmer grip upon 
the actualities of American life. Eugene O' Neill fo r ecast t hat "The 
possibilities are limitless and to a dramatis t open up new and 
intriguing opportunities: the gifts the Negro a.an and will bring 
to our native drama are invaluable ones. 11 This view is confirmed 
by lli..dgley Torrence who said, 11 I have sometimes imagmed that t he 
Negro, other things being equal, might produce the great est, t he 
most direct, the most powerful drama in the world. 0 
3. Alrun IDcke and Montgomery Gregory, Editors, of 
Negro~, (New York and London: Harper and brother s, 1927),p. 430. 
4. Loe. cit. 
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The Negro experience has been inherently dramatic: surely 
the substance of great drama is there. No group experience in 
America has plumed greater emotional depths, or 'passed through so 
many levels of life; none has found itself entangled in the elements 
of social conflict and complication. The material is there bµt the 
mastery is not yet achieved. If it is to come at all, it must surely 
arise from deep spiritual penetration into the heart and spirit of 
the life of the Negrol 5 
Although the problem pla;y seems to dominate the situation for 
the time being, the foll<: plcW seems to be the more promisi ng path 
for the sound development of Negro drama. For the theatrica.lJ.y 
unsophisticated Negro audiences, Randolph Edmonds feels that the 
play nmst develop to the point of having "worthwhile themes, sharply 
dravm conflict, positive characters, and a melodramatic plot. n6 
Perhaps, if the racial problem can be over-c01!1e, t he Negro dr~11a-
tists of this generation can look back a little more objectively 
upon past history and write great problem and history plzys . 
The growth of the Negro Little Theatre groups in the last 
five yea.rs furnishes, for the first time , the opportunity t o estab-
lish a drama nourished intimately by its own audience, unhampered 
by commercial dictation, and free of the ,vorst features of conven-
tionalized exhi bitionism. But to this freedom must also come an 
5. Loe. cit. 
6. Brmm, Davis, and Lee, loc. cit. 
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inner freedom which only the Negro dramatist and the enlightened 
audience of the future can bring. Just as much as the Negro's 
situation in the past has forced him to a counter-attitude in life 
and a spectator's attitude toward himself, it has cut at t he roots 
of fine drama in him. The Negro has been forced to laugh outwardJ.y 
and weep inwardJ.y i.TJ. his role of a stage clown. With greater 
spirituaJ. freedom and self-control, one ma;y confidently await the 
great actor, the moving interpreter, who with better emotional. com-
pensation, will have the power to smile and reflect with ironic 
composure. "The Negro drama will be less moved but more moving, 
less controversial, but more challenging, and more universal even 
in sounding its most racial notes. 117 
These opinions shO"N a hopeful outlook f or the future of 
Negro drama. There are many obstacles to be overcome, but the 
general concensus seems to be that there wi.11 be a rapid develop-
ment of Negro drama in the near future. 
r:/:, . Locke and Gregozy, S2• ~-, pp. i-iii (introduction). 
CHAPTER V 
TYPES OF NEGRO DRAMA 
To give one an idea of the plays to be used f or a basis for 
judgments made in later chapters, a brief synopsis of each pl ay 
will be given here with a classification as to t he type of each 
play. 
Most of the Negro plays contain tragic elements. With a 
background of oppression and struggle, it i s onJ.y natural t hat t he 
present realistic trend in writing presents the Negro in a tragic 
light. A struggle for a cause cannot help influencing t he type of 
drama that is -rfritten about t he Negro. 
The white dramatist has c r eated more notable pl ays about the 
Negro subject than has the black dramatist. Eugene O' Neill has 
used the Negro character repeatedly in a tragic sit uation. His 
pla;r, The Dreamy Kid, tells of the Negro undeI'\•mrld in Harlem. The 
bad boy Drearey- had murdered a white man and is being hunted by t he 
police. He risks capture to visit his dying grandmother. One 
realizes by the end of the final scene that Dreamy has on:cy- a f ew 
more seconds of freedom with nothing in his future but final con-
demnation. The blood brother of Dreamy is the Emperor in The 
Emperor Jones. O'Neill shows the breakdown of the brash, self-
assured Emperor to a superstitious, groveling, b:ru,te-like creature 
that is being hunted like an animal that is bound for destruction. 
All Chillun Wings deals with a more intellectual, ambitious 
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type of Negro entangled in a web of raciaJ. discrimination because of 
his marriage to a white girl who i s inferior to him in every way. 
With the ,ri..fe 1s insanity and the husband ' s unattainable ambitions 
to become a lawyer, one feels that even though God's chillun may 
have wings, they are not strong enough to raise these ti.vo out of the 
mire of social ostracism and racial predjudice, at least, not in 
this vrorld. 
Eu.gene O'Neill has two other plcy-s that ha:ve minor Negro 
characters in their casts . They do not seem as important as those 
centered around Negro life, but they are worthy of consideration. 
The Iceman Cometh has one Negro character, Joe Mott, ,;mo aspires to 
be as his white fellows . He fails to overcome his inferior feelings 
and becomes a drunk with the rest of the barroom dreamers . The Moon ----
Caribbees includes some West Indian Negresses who come on 
board ship bringing rum and themselves to sell . 
Paul Green, a white dramatist, deals with the Negro problem 
in a number of one-act plays and in a few longer selections. He, 
as 0 1Neill , wT:i.tes a maj ority of tragedies when dealing with the 
Negro theme. Abraham ' s Bosom, Green treats of Negro life in the 
South, 1ri.th the defeat of Abraham who wants to better the Negro 1s 
condition by starting a Negro school . He receives nothing but re-
buffs and beatings f or his trouble. The play leaves a feeling of 
hopelessness and despair, with deep pity for the unhappy Abraham. 
Fiery Furnace is the famous addition to the Abraham pley-. 
Now, Abraham is an old man and still strives to better his condi-
tions and the condition of his people . Maey Negroes are out of 
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sympathy with the spirited old man who struggles against bis em±ron-
ment. They know that it is hopeless to protest. The End Ef the Row 
has the same theme as the Abraham plczy-s . A young Negro girl, who 
wishes to improve herself by getting an education, is unable to do 
so because of a white man who forces her to give in to his proposals. 
Even though he is interested in her being educated, he is more 
interested in her sexua.J.ly . The pl ay is very calm with onJy the 
helpless and baffling struggle of a human being. Sam . Tucker carries 
out the theme of the Negro in relation t o the white man in the same 
manner as In Abraham's ~• Dresses tells a little incident 
about a Negro girl who is in love with a white man. The boy 's father 
forces her to marry a black nigger whom she detests in order to keep 
his son and the girl apart. The dramatic climax hints that the 
white boy and the mulatto girl are children of the same father. The 
Hot Iron is a simple one- act pley with the tragedy of a washen"l'oman 
who is poverty stricken and nrost support her children even though 
she i s ill. Her worthless husband returns and is accidentally killed 
by the woman with her iron in their struggle when he tries to beat 
one of the children. The play is filled with the suffering and 
longings of mankind. One of Paul Green's best known plays is The 
No-Count Boy which is not a tragedy in the usual sense but it might 
be classed as a poetic tragedy. The no-count boy is a dreamy lad 
,vith either a vivid imagination or an unbalanced mind. He almost 
succeeds in enticing a Negro girl to break her e~gagement to her 
fiance and wander through the world vii th him. The world he sees 
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tu.nis out to be a figment of his mind and h.e is captured by his 
mother and taken c:wray. The boy seems rather like a caged bird and 
it is sad to think of his not being able to be a vagabond and pley 
his beauti.f'ul songs on his harp. 
Besides writing tragedies about the Negro , Paul Green has 
some plays that fall into different classifications. Be1:!, 
Chariot is called by the author, "a symphonic pley of the Negro 
people. 11 Perhaps the best classification for this play vmuld be 
simple to call it a pla;y of Negro life. It has elements of both 
the comic and tragic. It reveals the teeming, varied life of a 
small settlement called Potter'sField (originally the pla;y- 1s title) 
which is casually torn up because it lies in the path of a road 
under construction. With the incidental aid of music and song, 
Green records, not only the tribulations of he black race, but also 
its laughter and its gaiety. The community centers at the boarding-
house of Quieimme Lockley and her feeble-minded husband. The 
collection of people there include: laborers, servanta and cooks for 
the white folk, a barber, and an abused wife, Quieienne's son by a 
white man, a bogus minister who prospers on the superstitions of 
others, a fugitive from a chain gang who reclaims bis wife, now mis-
tress of another man. The plczy- ends with the tremendous power in a 
chain-gang scene with the convicts digging on impassively at the 
same pace after one of their number has been shipped to death by a 
guard. House of Connel]y does not deal directly with Negroes 
but there is the Negro question in the background. The pla;y-
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started as a tragedy but it ends on a note of hope. It is a stu<tr 
of social. changes in the South. Handled freely as poetic realism., 
with the aid of the dance., serenade, and with two ancient sibyl-
like Negresses serving symbolicalzy as a Greek chorus, the pley-
shows the decey of the proud and aristocratic Connelly family 
because of their poverty, weakness, and the sins of t heir fathers. 
The daughter of one of the Connely tenants marries Will Conne]Jy 
and gives him the strength to overcome the past. His spinster 
sisters are shocked, but when reminded t hat the Connelly family 
includes a great number of Negroes and nru.lattoes, they are silenced. 
Preyer Meeting shows a view of Negro life with aJ.l its wicked 
mertiment in the young group who holds a prey-er meeting to have fun 
,with their best girls and fellows . The righteous, horrified grand-
mother of the girls who organized t e party., arrives home unexpectedly 
and breaks up the meeting. The pley- ends on a note of despair when 
the grandmother discovers that her much-loved grandson has killed a 
man. A pla;r that is a farce rather than a tragedy is The Man Who 
at Twelve O'Clock. Sally and her lover want to get married, 
but Sally's grandfather objects. The young couple play upon the 
old man•s superstition that he is to die at twelve o'clock, by 
disguising the boy as a devil and getting the old man to agree to 
the wedding in exchange for not carr-j"ing him to hell • 
.Ridgley Torrence is a well-known white artist that deals 
effectively with Negro life. The tragedy, Granny Maumee, is the 
story of a blind old lady whose obsession is the fact that her son 
has been burned at the . stake by a ,~hi te mob . Her onJ.y aim in life 
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is to see her great-great grand.son, who is to take his place. She 
glories that her family are pure blacks and not mulattoes. By some 
magic process, Granrzy- regains her sight and sees the baby. Her 
shock is almost too much to bear when she discovers that the child 
is white . Granny calls upon the spirits to put a curse upon the 
baby and its mother. Her son I s image appears to her and the curse 
is broken wi.th the death of Graney. It is a pathetic pley- full of 
heartbreak at the unfairness of the whites for ki.lling her son. 
Dance Calinda is a pantomine w:i.. th folk music by the same author. 
This tragedy tells of a Negro who is enticed by the music of the 
Mardi Gras and is stabbed because he dares to dance ,ti th a Spanish 
girl. On the other side of the scale is his Rider of Dreams, 
a comedy telling of a religious Negro lady and her lazy husband. 
The man lives in an impractical dream 11! rld of the wonderful 
things he will do in the future. He manages to lose the money his 
wife has been saving to pqy for t heir home, by letting a man trick 
him with a worthless project that is to make him rich and give him 
a much-wanted guitar. A friend recovers all the money and every-
thing ends happi]y. However, the husband i s an incurable dreamer 
and he goes right on dreaming. 
by William Dubois, a Negro tells of a successful 
Negro revolution in Haiti led by Jean Christophe and Toussaint 
1 10uverture. There is little stress upon social implications. The 
personal interest is furnished when one finds that a Colonel's 
beautiful wife is an octoroon with one of the revolutionru:y leaders 
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as her father, whom she has never seen. Finally the secret is 
revealed to her. Her sympathy is with the revolutionaries and when 
her father is killed she goes forward unafraid. This realistic 
forceful pl<\>r is neither a comedy or a tragedy. Perhaps it can 
best be classified as a historical type pla.71 
One of the most popular folk pleys is the well-lmown Porgy-
by Dorothy and Du.Bose Heyward. This is another plczy- of Negro life. 
The stage represents Catfish Row in Charleston, South Carolina. 
Porgy, a crippled peddler, has given refuge to Bess, whom he lovea 
She has been the mistress of a longshoreman now hiding for murder. 
Her efforts to go straight are ruined by the reappearance of t he 
longshoreman. Afterward she is so discouraged t hat she lets a 
drug dealer tempt her with 11happy dust11 and persuade her to go to 
New York with him. Porgy- sets out afte her in h.is goat cart, 
confident that he will find her. This plczy- can be classif ied as a 
melodrama of Negro life. Mamba I s Daughters is a later melodrama 
by the same authors. Mamba is ambitious for her granddaughter 
Lissa. She slowly cl:i.Inbs up the ladder of the social scale, using 
her wits to get to her goal. Her daughter, Hagar, i s also eager to 
help her daughter, but she is not so intelligent as Mamba; as a 
huge, rather s:i.Inple-minded Negro, she gets into trouble with almost 
everything she does. Mamba finally accomplishes her goal through 
the help of Hagar who sacrifices herself for her daughter. Hagar 
kills a man who attacked Lissa, and she writes a confession and 
commits suicide so that the murder vrill not be blamed upon her 
daughter. 
Iuca.sta is a melodrama by Philip Yordan. It seems to 
be a m:ixture of vice and respectability. Anna is called back to 
her home from her life of sin so that she can marry a 11 sucker11 
that has money and split it with her worthless relatives. The 
sucker proves to be intelligent, but he innnediately falls in love 
with Anna. She desperately wishes that she had respectability so 
that she could be worthy of her husband-to-be. On the day that 
she is to be married, her father exposes her to her fiance and his 
relatives so she runs ;may with a fonner lover. The man she is to 
marry goes after her, s¢ng that her past life makes no difference 
in the way he feels about her. 
The best known of all plays upon Negro subjects would, no 
doubt, be Marc Connelly I s, Green Pastures. The pla;y is a delightful 
fantasy concerning the Negro's heaven. The first scene opens realis-
tically V'lith a Sunday School class of Negro children asking questions 
about their l esson. Then the scene changes with the audience being 
able to look at heaven, complete with 11fish fry, seegars and biled 
custard. 11 After nne Lawd11 creat es man, he is soon irritated with 
man's sinfullness. After the flood and after Moses lead his people 
to the Land of Canaan, De Lawd is so disgusted that he renounces 
man complete1y. But during the siege of Jerusalem he cannot resist 
going down once more. Here he learns that God shou...1d become .a God 
of mercy and that even God must suffer. They plcW is both humorous 
and affecting with no trace of ridicule. 
The melodrama is a popular form for a Negro production. One 
of the early examples was by F.dward Sheldon and Charles 
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MacArthur. This told the lurid story of a Harlem tart who seduces 
a barber. Soon she deserts him and eventuaJJ.y reaches Paris, 
becoming the mistress of a French count. Here, both her sins and 
the barber catch up with her, and she is strangled to death. The 
Nigger by Sheldon is not quite so melodramatic and is more tragic. 
It is the sto:ry of a governor of a Southern state who, unknown to 
himself, is a mulatto. The secret is kn.mm to his political enenzy-
mio attempts to use it for his own aggrandizement. 
HarleD} by William Jo roan Rapp and Wall ace Thurman is a 
collaboration between the white Rapp and the black Thunnan. It is 
another of the melodrama group. The plcy shows the degradation of 
a respectable black family after it moves to Harlem with its "rent 
parties'', 11belly-hug" dancing, and general promiscuity. The 
daughter spurns her fiance and runs cmay, f · rst with a gangster, and 
after he is murdered, 1tith a song plugger. 
One of the finest pley-s written by a black and a white artist 
is Native Son by Richard Wright and Paul Green. It is a powerful 
melodramatic tragedy in vmich Bigger Thomas , a Negro boy, is put on 
trial for the murder of a white girl. He is undeniably guilty, but 
his lawyer pleads that he should not be executed because he is what 
society has made b.:iln. He is the product of poverty, injustice, and 
discrimination. The lainyer 1s plea is powerful but Bigger is executed. 
Flight Ef. Natives by Willis Richardson, a Negro drama-
tist, tells of the c1'"llelty of the slave owner and the efforts of his 
slaves in trying to escape . The play is a tragedy dating back to 
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Civil War titles. Another tragedy by the same man is Broken 
~, telling of a Negro vmo loves his banjo more than anything 
else in the world. When the banjo is broken, a quarrel ensues. 
The wife ' s relatives turn the banjo ovmer over to the police when 
it is discovered that he is a killer. 
The Child by Lucy White tells of a man 1vho is white, 
but has an illegit:iJnate Negro daughter who he decides t o keen when 
her mother sends her to him, because she had eyes just like his 
mother's eyes and was born on the d.ey of her death. It is another 
one of the many tragedies written about the Negro. 
The tragedy, Sugar ~, by Frank H. Wilson, one of the 
better-known Negro dramatists, tells of a Negro girl who has an 
illegitimate baby. A white man is the father, but a Negro is 
blamed for the crime. Finally the truth comes to light and the 
young Negro that loves the girl goes to the white man I s home to 
get revenge. Before he gets a chance to do so, th white man is 
killed by an exploding stove. 
Negro dramatist, John Matheus wrote the Cruiter vrhich tells 
of a young Negro couple leaving the farm where they are mistreated 
to work in a munitions factory in the North. Granny feels that she 
is too old to leave her home so she stays on alone with the family 
dog and awaits her death. This tragic little episode is filled 
with the hopes and dreams of the young couple as to what they ,vill 
have ,vhen they go North. It is obvious that they will never have 
their wishes come true. 
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Judge~ is another tragedy by a Negro dramatist. It 
portrays the innocent Negro who is lynched because a ,mite man has 
been nrurdered and the Negro has had a quarrel with the murdered man. 
No one bothers to think about a trial for a Negro. He is killed 
while the guilty white man goes free . 
Rackey, by Ernest Hovrard Culbertson tells of the reformation 
of a bad !iegro because he has a Vision. He returns to his old home 
to reclaim his wife, and finds that she is happiJy married again, so 
he pretneds that he is still the same old wild, worthless man that 
he used to be and sacrifices his own happiness for his Wife 's security. 
This plczy Ymuld come in the general classification of a tragedy. 
A play having very little plot is Balo. In t his play Jean 
Toomer tells of the conversion of a religious boy to Christ . 
Georgia Douglass Johnson ' s Plumes hinges upon the illness of 
the daughter of a poor Negro washer-woman who debates whether or not 
to pccy- fifty dollars for an operation for her child or whether to 
save the money f or a decent burial, since she believes that the 
child will die anywccy- . Meanwhile, the child dies and this settles 
the problem. 
The Death~ deals with an African theme . In tha.r:nzy-ste:cy 
plc\Y, Thelma Duncan tells of the tribaJ. customs of the African 
Negroes, with the proper man being punished in the finaJ. outcome. 
Richard Bruce writes an .African baJ.let called Sahji. It is 
a superstitious play showing the death of the tribal chieftan and 
the suicide of his favorite wife. It is all done with proper incan-
tations and ritual. 
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The Starter is a comedy of Harlem life by Eulalie Spence. 
There is a plczy- upon words in the old minstrel style for comic effect, 
and there is ver:r little plot. 
Randolph F.clm.onds wrote~~ and proves satisfactorily that 
even a bad man has a great deal of good in him. This tragedy deals 
with the bad Thea Dugger who has ldlled several men and is willing to 
kill more, but he willingly gives up his life for a murder that he 
did not crnm:nit to save his comrades and a girl who tells him that she 
believes that he is good. 
Seer by James W. Butcher, Jr. is a farce deaJ.ing with a 
superstitious old Negro who will not let his nielie ma.r.cy- the man she 
loves because another man that wants to marry her has convinced him 
that the spirits are against their marriage . A hilarious scene develops 
with the young couple frightening the two who elieve in spirits and 
finally the uncle is convinced that there is no such thing as spirits. 
Another farce comedy is Thomas D. Pawley, Jr.'s Jedgement Da,y. 
Zeke refuses to go to church in spite of the minister's and his wife's 
urgings. Then he has a dream that he is to be divided between hell 
and heaven and he decides to go to church-after he has had a nap . 
Theodore Ward is one of the most prominent living Negro play-
wrights. His Big White Fog is a tragedy centering around a Negro 
family in Chicago in the depression years, stwggling against the 
fog of poverty and predjudice. Our Lan'is another tragedy of the 
Negro's efforts after the Civil War to win and hold his own land. 
This climax is vrhen Joshuah, the leader, and Delphine, the girl who 
loves him, avrai t the cannon shot which will bring inevitable death 
to them and destruction to the settlement Joshuah has builded upon 
a Georgia island. 
Here we have several different types of plays about Negro 
life-the farce, the comedy, the melodrama, and the trageczy-. We 
ha;ve white dramatists and Negro dramatists • . The greatest percent 
of the plays are tragedys with the melodrama occurring r ather f re-
quent]y. 
CHAPTER VI 
DRAMA AND THE STATUS OF THE NEGRO 
The livi."l'lg conditions of the Negro is rellected in his drama. 
All evidence points to low living conditions with a general state of 
poverty. None of the plcJ¥s listed in chapter five are written about 
rich Negroes, and most of them are very poor indeed. The whites 
mentioned, have more money, better homes, and more comforts. Poverty 
is the entire theme of Georgia Douglass Johnson's, Plumes. The 
scene is a poor cottage in the Sout h . It is a story of a widowed 
mother with a sick child that the mother believes is going to die, 
and her ma.in worry is having enough money for a 11shor nu.ff funeral 
1rith plumes. 11 By taking in washing, she has managed to save fifty 
dollars, but when the child needs money for an operation, the mother 
waits because she cannot bear to part ·with her money and not have 
any left fot a decent burial. The child dies and the money is used 
for her funeral. Her death could possibly have been prevented if 
her mother had had even a modest sum of money to give her the needed 
care. This pathetic story is not the only one of its kind. Bigger 
Thomas in The Native Son is a product of poverty as shovm by his 
lawyer in his plea for Bigger 1s life. The Hot Iron tells of a woman 
who does ironings for a..l liv:ing. She can barely get enough food from 
her small wages to keep her children from starving. Several of the 
pla;ys tell of slave cabins with their deplorable conditions. Willis 
Richardson tells of these conditions in~ Flight of~ Natives. 
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,!!! Abraham's Bosom, a descriptive scene telling of Abraham's home 
mentions that his two room cabin is barely furnished. Flies swa.nn 
over the bed. Abe hasn't been able to raise ar.zy-thing. He has no 
money, not even a.IV shoes. Everything he has is mortgaged. Abe 
sczy-s that it-
• . . Makes no difference. 
good ••• de nigger is down, 
high, settin up vdd God, up 
eve•rything, nigger git the 
Wuk our guts out do no 
dovm. De white man up dere 
dere in _his fav-or. He git 
scraps, the leavings.I 
The Big~ Fog has t he suggestion in it t hat the young Negro girl 
is a prostitute to get enough money so that her fami]y will not be 
kicked out in the street. The setting of a majority of t he pl.zy-s 
are in poor tenement houses, cabins, small farm homes, servant's 
quarters, and one room shacks. 
The reasons for such poor living conditions mcy be traced to 
the occupations t hat Negroes are trained to do and the jobs the 
whites allO'l"l' them to hold. Abraham is a field hand. From Native 
~, vre have Bigger Thomas, a chauffeur. Fargy is a peddler, while 
several of the women characters are washer-women. Many of the 
characters are tenant farmers or servants. There are no professional 
men among them because their work is t hat of t he oppressed and t he 
uneducated. 
The education of the Negro is discussed in only one or two 
of the Negro plcys. It is a vital issue to Abraham. In Abraham's 
~, many of the Negroes do not seem to think education in nedessary. 
1. Paul Green, 11 In Abraham I s Bos om, 11 The Best Pla,ys of 1926-
27. (New· York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1927), p. ill. 
The regular field hands feel that Abe is queer for -vvanting to be 
educated. "Give a nigger a book and des 1 1vell shoot him, 11 says 
Bud. "All de white folks tell you that. 112 Abraham has hi gher 
ambitions . 11I figger foh you, foh me , foh all de blacks in de 
world to lead 'em up out 1n ignorance. n3 Abe ' s school is started 
but it is forceab]y closed. It was formerly a Negro cabin of one 
bare room, now fitted up as a school house. It has a stove, table, 
four or five pine benches, and a smaJ.l blackboard. In Anna .J.iucasta. 
Negroes show their scorn f or education. Stella expresses the 
opinion that education never gets you a.n;yi~here . ill the learning 
in the world 1•rould not help her ,vi th her husband. .Another Negro 
who 1v-ants an education is shown in The End of the Row. Neither ---------
La.lie nor Abraham reach their goal of improving the Negroes condi-
tions by educating him. The eddcational status remains low·. 
Social development is not shmm as such in many of the Negro 
plays . Most of the Negroes spend their time making a living . It 
is mentioned in several plays that they meet their friends in pool 
halls , bars , and gambling halls . Bigger Thomas meets his friends 
on street corners and pool halls . Joe Mott in The Iceman Cometh 
spends all of his time in a bar and .Anna Lucasta also does so . Much 
of the Negroes ' ~ecreation comes t hrough religious meetings as in 
by Jean Toomer. All the relatives and friends gather to visit, 
2. Loe. cit. 
J. Ibid., p. 337. 
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sing songs, and listen to a sermon. In The Prayer Meeting, the 
young people get together for a good time. Picnics and dances 
seem to be popular. The Dance Calenda tells of the natural danc-
ing ability of the Negroes and their enjoyment of it. There is a 
mas~ade mentioned in The Man Who Died at Tw-elv~ O'clock. The 
girl makes a devil I s costume for her boyfriend to wear. The Ne-
groes like to have parties and are a fun-loving people. 
The mental attitudes of the Negroes and whites toward each 
other are quite varied. In All God I s Chillun Got ·wings by Eugene 
O'Neill, Jim Crow, a Negro, marries Ella Downey, awhite girl. 
Intellectually, Jim is superior, bit Ella cannot help feeling su-
perior throughout the play. She shows her contempt for the Negro 
race by stabbing a Congo mask, which to her, symbolizes all that 
she hates. At times she even hates her husband because he is 
black. She never wants him to succeed because that will prove 
that he is brilliant, and she cannot seem to stand the i dea of a 
Negro being more intelligent than she. Jim is, on the other hand, 
bitter and resentful. He feels that the white race is holding him 
back. He cannot pass his examinations and he blames t.lie whites . 
11It 1d be against all natural laws, all human right and justice. 114 
He feels the pressure of society so intensely that he cannot help 
failing. 11You -with your .fool talk of the black race and the white 
4. Eugene O1Neill, "All God 1s Chillun Got Wings, 11 The Plays 
of Eugene O'Neill (New York: Horace Liveright, 1925), p. 172. 
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race! Where does the human race get a chance to come in? ••• You 
lock it up in asylums and throw away the key! 115 
Many other Negro characters have the same cry. Rackey, 
written by Ernest Howard Culbertson, tells of no-good Rackey's re-
fo rmation. He has reformed because he has seen an angel one night 
from the land of the spirit, but still he is a 11niggah 11 and he wants 
to be looked upon ~s a man. He says: 
Jus I a niggah I Jus I a niggah-dat I s all! Who--want a man 
who-who kin see-ni ht an' day--de h.n' ob .de spir it--who want 
a man who ki.n talk bout de-vision? Whar ld.n I go ter meet up 
wid dem dat 1 s got w1at I got! I ain 1 niggah-- I'se-~~I•se a man 
who sees de . lan1 ob .de spirit---6 
Gra.nny Maumee by Torrence, hates the whites because they burned her 
son at the stake. Ironically, her grand-daughter increases her ire 
by bringing home a white child. The mental attitudes seem to range 
from hate to hopelessness in the Negro. The whites have a feeling 
of superiority. 
Many of the Negro plays bring out their attitude toward 
religion. Most of them are quite religious and quite superstitious. 
The Rider of Dreams by Ridgley Torrence shows the part that religion 
plays in the life of Lucy Sparrow, a washerwoman who tries to teach 
her son, Booker, about the Bible. As a devout believer she says 
that 11Man got no right to enjoy hisself. He got to enjoy Gawd. 11 
5. Loe. cit. 
6. Ernest Howard Culbertson, 11Rackey," Plays of Negro Life 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1927) p. 69. 
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She is raising her son for t he Kingdom and she declares to him that 
he is 11a goin 1 in de Kingdom if pushin 111 land you dere. 11 7 ~-
ment Day by Thomas D. Pawley, Jr. tells of the pious wife v-rho tries 
to persuade her husband to go to church. Even with the help of the 
Reverend, husband Zeke declares that he will not attend church until 
communion Sunday. Zeke then falls asleep and dreams of judgment day. 
In his dream, his wife enters paradise but he is to be divided with 
a butcher !mife and half of him will enter Hades. He awakens and 
decides to go to church, but instead he goes to sleep again. The 
Green Pastures by Marc Connelly tells of a Negro 1 s idea of heaven. 
It shows the Negro Sunday School Class and pictures 11De La.wd 11 in a 
high silk hat and smoling a cigar. The angels have a f ish fry in 
heaven and everyone has a good time. In the play, Backey, a no-
count niggah tells of seeing 11de lan I ob de spirit. 11 After he sees 
the vision he reforms and becomes a respectable citizen. The Dreamy 
by Eugene 0 1Neill tells of the superstitious and religious old 
Manmzy- who is dying and wants Dreamy to be w.i..th her and say a prayer 
for her. Dreamy dares not leave his Mammy befor e death for fear 
of the curse which she says will follow him all of his life i f he 
does. 11If yo 1 leave me~, yo 1 ain't gwine git no bit er luck 
s 1long 1 s yo' live, I tells yo 1 dat! 11 In answer to this, Dreamy 
7. Ridgley Torrence, 11The Rider of Dreams," Short Plat) .!?z 
Representative Authors (New York: The Macmillan Company, 192 
P• 224. 
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says, 11I ain't gwine again her dyin 1 curse. No, suh! 118 
This brief resume of drama and of the status of the Negro 
gives one an insight into the life of the Negro. However, one must 
remember that Negro drama is written for a purpose. Because a ma-
jority of plays dealing with the Negro shows t hat the Negro has poor 
liv.i..ng conditions, it does not necessarily follow that all of the 
Negroes in America are poverty-stricken. It means that a great rnnn-
ber of audiences are conditioned to look upon the Negro as a poor 
race. These conditions may be- true or they may not. Economic con-
ditions in plays are also shown to be low with a low standard of 
education. All in all, plays show the Negro as rather ignorant be-
c~use of lack of opportunities f or education. They tell of the 
serious and the fun-loving Negro, the religious and the superstitious, 
and those that are bitter, dejected, hopeless, filled with fear or 
hate, and, 3bove all, those who are always striving to betterttheir 
low conditions by fighting for equality. 
Possibly this picture is not entirely true. It does show the 
problems of a minority race. It is, no doubt, a case of underestim-
ation to put the Negro in such sordid surroundings. Many readers 
agreed with James Weldon Johnson's hero in The Autobiography of~ 
Ex-Colored Man, that American literature has too little about "co-
8. Eugene 01Neill, 11The Dreamy Kid, 11 Plays of Eugene 01Neill 
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PURPOSES FOR 1/ffiITING NEGRO PLAYS 
Most Negro plays are written for propaganda purposes to bring 
out, , the conditions of the Negro and to propagate racial equality. 
Ever since the time when plays were written to free the slaves during 
the Civil War days, Negroes and whites have been trying to free the 
Negro. They surround him with the poorest conditions possible so 
as to make him a pitiable figure and arouse ire in the readers so 
that they will want to do something about the situation. The Negro 
subject has great possibilities to play upon t he emotionsl Almost 
all Negro tragedies are, in some WcV, connected with racial prejudice. 
Bringing out the factors of racial prejudice leads naturally to a 
propaganda play. The Negro is presented as the underdog, drnvntrodden 
by cruel, white superiors. More often t han not, he is presented as 
right in his ideas, or if he is ,vrong, he is not to blame, personally. 
The blame is placed upon the whites or surrounding conditions. Many 
of these propaganda pleys turn into psychological studies, coming to 
the conclusion that if Negroes act in an uncivilized manner, they 
act as they do because they are not alloi,ved to behave in a free vm:, 
and are stopped from achieving their ambitions because of outside 
interference. 
One of the greatest propaganda plays of present times is 
Native by Paul Green and Richard Wright. Richard Wright is a 
Negro author and the pley is based upon his novel by the same name 
as the play. The play is a strong- preachment for treating the 
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Negroes as the whites . The climax of the pla;y includes a speech by 
Bigger Thomas I lawyer to save Bigger' s life. No one can doubt that 
Bigger is a murderer, but his lmvyer feels that the boy should not 
be executed and he blames society for Bigger 1s mistakes. 
I say that this boy is the victim of a wrong that has 
grown, like a cancer into the very blood and bone of our 
social structure. Bigger Thomas sits here today- as a 
symbol of t hat ,vrong. With one part of his mind he 
believes what we had taught him-that he ,v-as a free man. 
With the other he found himself denied the right to accept 
that truth.l 
Another propaganda plczy- is Eugene O1Neill 1s, !!1, God's Chillun 
Wings . With the problem of a white girl marrying a Negro man, 
neither the whites nor the Negroes would accept the couple in the 
United States . They had to go to France to f ind a place where they 
couJ.d be accepted. O'Neill gains power by playing upon the idea of 
racial predjudice. He symbolizes these aration be~veen the races 
by having the vmites on one street and the blacks on another street. 
Then there are two rows of hostile people , one of blacks, one of 
whites, through which the ~ded couple must pass when leaving the 
church. This couple's downfall came because they cannot overcome 
the predjud.ice . Such a tragic ending cannot help appealing to 
audiences for better conditions. 
The Dreamy~, by Eugene O'Neill, tells of a Negro boy who 
has killed a man, and is being hunted by the police. Dreanzy'!s dil-
emna and the dilemna of his close associates are symbolic of the 
1. Paul Green and Richard Wright , Native Son (New· York : 
Harper and Brothers, 19Ll) p . 127. 
da:iJy problems faced by American Negroes, J. Lovell, Jr. declares 
that Dreanzy- is a killer because he i1:> hunted, not just hunted because 
he is a.':dtiller. The pla;;r is propaganda for these reasons: its 
symbol is clear and whole; it is presented absolute].y in the spirit 
of the action and passion of the price; it does not demean itself 
by puny solutions. 2 Brutus from The Emperor Jones, is ve-ry like 
Dreaiey-. Their early attempts to live honestly prove futile beaause 
of society's reaction to their people; they both became bad to 
protect themselves as hunted beings , and find themselves hunted a 
great deal more. 
Plumes by Georgia Douglass Johnson is a propaganda play but 
not for racial equality. In this play there is no hint of the super-
iority of the vmites, but there is the eternal struggle of the poor 
against poverty. The play tries to bring about sympathy for the 
characters as people iJ.1 a dismal situation. 
John William Rogers, Jr. tries to bring about or at least sho1r1 
the inequality of the rTegro. In his Judge~, a Negro is tortured 
and executed for a ld.lling that he did not commit . There was no 
trial by t he non-thinking lynch mob. Rogers shows the narrow-
mindedness of the whites ·who consider the Negro as having savage 
tendencies. Many of the whites believe them completely uncivilized., 
They say that there is something in them that 11when it is awake, it 
don 't know any language except what them animals knows. 113 The whites 
2. J. Lovell, Jr., "Eugene 0 1Neill 1s Darker Brother," Theatre 
Arts, 32:45-48, February, 1948 . 
3. John William Rogers, 11Judge cyn.ch, 11 Plays of Negro Life 
(Nen~ York : H¥1>er and Brothers, 1927), p. 230 
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never realize their mistakes in killing the innocent Negro because 
they are prejudiced and have their minds made up before- hand. 
The Negro author, Willis Richard.son, returns to the times of 
the slaves in his The Flight of the Natives. Although the times 
during our history of cruel slave ovmers is supposedly past, t his 
pla;r still carried a message for present times. The theme of free-
dom for t he oppressed, blazes t hroughout the pley. 
Almost~ number of examples could be used to illustrate the 
propaganda purposes in pleys by and about the Negro. Green 1s 
Abraham plays, Torrence's Granny Maumee, Lucy White 1s T"ne Bird Child, 
and Sugar Cane by Frank Wilson are all propaganda pleys. 
Another purpose for writing Negro pleys is amusement . It is 
surprising that few comedies are written about Hegroes. Most of the 
tragic Negro pleys do not include even one comic character. Most 
comedies about Negroes are written by white dramatists . Many pleys 
about whites include a Negro cook, maid, butler or other servant as 
a minor comeey character. It is aJ..11a;y-s a purely type character and 
everJone knows what to a'Cpect of him. 
One of the few pleys written by a Negro for anmsement is 
Starter, a comedy of Harlem l:i.f e, by Eulali e Spence. This play 
employs t he slapstick t ype of comedy present in the old time Negro 
minstrels. There is the usual pley upon words. The hero, Kelly , is 
a starter 11 just one step better'n the man who runs the cage. 11 Georgia, 
his current girl friend, is a finisher . With a great deal of pla.Y 
on the words 11 starter11 and 11finisher, 11 they feel t hat they are meant 
for each other beaauae one can start projects and the other can 
finish them. 
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The best-known and best-loved of all plays about fogroes is 
Marc Gonnel]y 's, The Green Pastures. Although this pl ay does not 
fit i nto t he categor-y- of pure comedy, there are amusi. ng scenes 
throughout the play. This is not the slapstick type of comedy, but 
the amusement of seeing Negro lif e in its more cheerful and fanciful 
aspects. Even though one enjoys the concept of the Negroes' heaven, 
with its fish fry and ten-cent ~seegars, 11 amusement does not seem 
to be t he prime aim of t he play. However, it can be classed as a 
secondary aim. 
~~by James W. Butcher, Jr. and Jedgement by Thomas 
D. Pa:wley, Jr. are both written p.ri."Ilarily for amusement purposes . 
The f ormer play tells how a superstitious Negro is outwitted. The 
scenes tijlling of the calling of the spirits from t he other world 
could be made very humorous when pr esented upon a stage . The two 
men calling the spirits are incredibly frightened. They sprinkle 
salt around t hemselves to keep the spirits from getting too close. 
Jedgement Dav has some humorous scenes when Zeke dreams t hat "bvo 
men are playing cards for hi s ooul. The play carries on in the 
following manner : 
Brovm. Zeke Porter, come to judgment ••• Zeke Porter 
of all the souls that have come before us, yours is the 
worse. 
Zeke . Is I-all dat bad? 
Brown. You mean, were you all dat bad. ' Cause youno 
longer exist as you were . Do you realize that you can't 
enter Paradise, and Hades don ' t want you? 
Zeke. But I gotta go somewhere. I can't jus' wander 
'but 'mong de stars. 
Brown. That's jus ' the trouble. 
Pluto . Well, what!re we going to do 'With him? 
Brown. I don't know. H~ 's so lacy that he didn't even 
get to judgment on time !4 _ 
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The Man Who Died at Twelve O' Clock by Paul Green is much the same 
t ype as The Seer, even though one 1vas written by a white man and 
the other by a Negro. 
Those who write about the Negro are nru.ch too ~y trying to 
promote quality to spend too much time writing for amusement . Per-
haps when a more objective outlook on the Negro situation is achieved 
then there will be more Negro plays f or amusement purposes. 
Character development to give an idea of just what a character 
may be like or how it ma;y- cha.rige is a valid reason for writing a 
play, but very few plays can be said to be written for the job of 
character development aJ.ime.. Some plays do an excellent bit of 
character development and still are 1vritten for propaganda purposes . 
Mamba's Daughters by DuBose and Dorothy HeJ7'Yard has no noticeable 
propaganda purpose . It builds a picture of Mamba and helt 11 daughters 11 
as individuals and as racial. types . It continually builds t he idea 
of Mamba accomplishing what she sets out to do . She shmYS t hat she 
has the cunning and strength to do it. Her daughter, Hagar, is a 
stolid creature , who stands out as a very strong person trying in a 
bungling YffJ;f to do her best for her child. Lissa. 
4. Thomas D. Pawley, Jr., 11 Jedgement Day, u The Negro 
Caravan (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1941) p:---541 . 
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by Randolph Edmonds, besides being a propaganda piece, 
shows that one can find a great deaJ. of good in a so-caJ.led "bad-
man" . Thea Dugger had killed six men during his life time, but he 
confesses and burns to death for a murder that he did not commit in 
order t o save his companions from sharing a death from a lynching 
party. 
Character development seems to be very close}y connected with 
an authors I attempt to give an accurate picture of Negro life. Very 
few plays try to picture Negro life accurately. Mamba. 1 s Daughters 
does give several phases of Negro life. The author of the novel 
tells that his book is concerned only with certain social and spiritual 
values existing in Charleston and its environs.5 The phosphate mining 
camp stands not merely as an exposition of an isolated industry, but 
as a focal point for the drawing together of a number of mental atti-
tudes and incidents typical of the industrial black belt. It shows 
the class distinctions which exist in Negro society just the same as 
in vthi te society. Another play in this group is Green Pastures, 
certainly not a realistic play, but it manages to tell fundamental 
truths about Negro character through imagination, suggestion, fable , 
and symbolism. Telling fundamental truths about the Negro does help 
to get an accurate .picture of his life. 
The plays that show the Negroes ' ambition t,o achieve are 
primarily propaganda pleys. Paul Green's In Abraham's Bosom is an 
5. Du Bose Heyward, Mamba' sDaughters (New· York: Double, Doran 
& Company, Inc., 1929) p. i. 
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outstanding example of the Negro's ambition to achieve a:-lliligh place 
in the world through education. Abra.ham wishes to start a school 
for Negro children vrith himself as teacher, but he does not get to 
have one except for a short tlllle. The End of the Rovr tells of a 
Negro girl who wishes to get an education. Eugene O1Neill's, 
God I s Chillun Got ings, tells of J'fun. 1 s struggle to become a lawyer, 
'but he becomes paralized with fright every time he has to take an 
examination. He declares t hat every t:ilne he has to take a whitten 
test "There 's a blank in l1lf head-stupidity-I sit like a fool fighting 
to remember a little bit here, a little bit there, not enough to 
pass-not enough for aeything-when I lmmv it aJ..l! 116 Jim reaches. 
for the stars and he fails to grasp them. There is nnly one Negro 
character in Eugene O1Neill's, Iceman Cometh, but he, Joe Mott, 
is a Negro who has aspired and has fallen because his aspiration was 
not good enough. He was a one-time proprietor of a Negro gambling 
house and as he liked to point out, he is essentially white, and has 
often been so declared by people who were in a position to know, 
but he is a dreamer that has been ruined by social depression, 
drinks and shiftlessness. 
A study of Negro plays proves that by far the greatest number 
of Negro p:)..ays are written for propaganda purposes. Some plays have 
propaganda as their major purposes and other minor purposes . A few 
plays are written f~r amusement but most of these are not too well 
developed. Many Negro plays are directed at changing conditions. 
6. Eugene O'Neill, 11 AJ.l God's Chillun Got Wings", The Plays 
of Eugene O'Neill (New York: Horace Ll.veright, 1925), P• 140. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The history of the Negro drama leads to the conclusion that 
because Negroes were allovred to play only stereotyped parts, t he 
influence of Negro drama has been very slight until the beginning 
of t he twentieth centu:cy. The Negro first expressed his talent 
t hrough his songs. He got his start in drama by perf arming in 
barrooms, gambling houses, and later on the vaudeville stage. 
There were always more Negroes who wished to be actors than there 
were those who whised to be dramatists. Even today, t here are 
more whit e dr.amatists using the Negro subject than there are 
Negro drmmatists using it. Negro actors have played upon the 
Broadwczy- stage, but Negro dramatists have dif ficulty getting t heir 
plc\YS staged ,there. With the exception of musical comedies, only 
one plczy- of Negro life of complete Negro authorship, has reached 
Broadwczy-. A few Little Theatre groups have furthered the cause 
of Negro drama, as have Negro colleges and universities. Even 
with existing problems, most drama critics look forward to a .hep&-
fuJ. future for Negro drama. 
By far the greatest number of plc\YS about the Negro are 
tragedies written for propaganda purposes to expose the conditions 
under which Negroes live, and to further the cause of equality for 
t he Negro. The status of the Negro is pictured as very lOV'r i.ti.. th a 
small amount of education, and low economic status that is kept 
low because of the menial jobs that Negroes are allcmed to hold. 
Most Negroes are shown to be superstitious w.i.th finn religious 
convi ctions. Their mental attitudes toward the whites are 
bitter, and rebellious or attitudes of defeatism. 
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The conditions presented, may not be a true picture of 
Negro life, but it is the picture that is used to influence 
audiences who see Negro plays. The study brings out Hegro charac-
teristics, and Negro problems as shown through Negro drama. It 
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